Quantitative analysis of synthetic gene delivery vector design properties.
As intracellular gene delivery pathways are highly complex combinations of multiple potentially rate-limiting cellular and molecular processes, approaches to the design of synthetic delivery vectors focusing on any single barrier individually will likely be suboptimal. We offer here an "integrative systems" approach to vector characterization and design, combining quantitative experiment and computational modeling studies of vector uptake and trafficking kinetics. This model is validated using data for delivery of a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-encoding plasmid by means of Lipofectamine, permitting specification of model parameter values. The model is then used to make a priori predictions on the effect of polymer length in polyplex vectors, with additional parameter values determined from previous independent experimental studies of plasmid release. Comparison with data on GFP expression via these polyplex vectors shows that the model successfully predicts an experimentally observed biphasic dependence of expression efficiency on polymer length and quantifies the contributions of competing effects yielding the optimal intermediate polymer length. Finally, we use the model to predict potential effects of incorporating nuclear localization sequences in these kinds of synthetic vectors, and find that the degree of benefit from these will depend on the values of other key system properties including the vector unpackaging rate constant. Thus, we demonstrate the usefulness of a bioengineering, integrative-systems modeling approach to improved vector design and analysis.